
SELF Pattern 

Behavioral Drives
(See Toolkit page 6-7.)

Motivating Needs
(See Toolkit page 4.)

SELF CONCEPT (Perceived need to adapt.)    SYNTHESIS (How one may acutally be seen.)
How much change is occuring from the SELF to the SELF CONCEPT pattern?

Relatively Easy Change
Factors move slightly but stay on
same side of midpoint.

Harder Change
One or more factors
move across the midpoint.

Hardest Change
A and D factors move
across the midpoint

WHAT TO SAY: Your PI suggests you may perceive a need to be... (See Toolkit page 23.)

Factor “M”
Morale/Engagement 

Higher Morale
(Self Concept M > Self M)

Lower Morale
(Self M > Self Concept M)

Factor “E”
Decision Making

More subjective
(E factor left of midpoint)

More objective
(E factor right of midpoint)

See Toolkit
page 26.

PI PROFILE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

A is higher than B
(Task-oriented)

B is higher than A
(People-oriented)

or

Typical behaviors (See Toolkit pages 8, 10.)

A is higher than C
(Proactive)

C is higher than A
(Responsive)

or

Typical behaviors (See Toolkit pages 8, 11.)

A is higher than D
(Risk taking)

D is higher than A
(Risk averse)

or

Typical behaviors (See Toolkit pages 8, 12.)

B is higher than C
(Quick to connect)

C is higher than B
(Slow to connect)

or

Typical behaviors (See Toolkit pages 9, 13.)

B is higher than D
(Informal)

D is higher than B
(Formal)

or

Typical behaviors (See Toolkit pages 9, 14.)

C is higher than D
(Rule casual)

D is higher than C
(Rule careful)

or

Typical behaviors (See Toolkit pages 9, 15.)

HIGHEST
Drive?

Next Highest?
(if any)

Next Highest?
(if any)

LOWEST
Drive?

Next Lowest?
(if any)

Next Lowest?
(if any)

Rank

Is “C” low? If yes, what behaviors is it multiplying?  A            B            D          Start the readback with
highest and lowest drives �rst as they will be the most expressed. You may ignore factors that
fall directly on the Delta. Some factors may be equally high or low and should be considered
equally in your readback.

Rank

Rank

Rank

Rank

Rank

WHAT TO SAY: Your PI suggests the following behavioral drives and motivating needs....

+1ơ +2ơ +3ơ Motivating Needs

+1ơ +2ơ +3ơ Motivating Needs

+1ơ +2ơ +3ơ Motivating Needs

-3ơ -2ơ -1ơ Motivating Needs

-3ơ -2ơ -1ơ Motivating Needs

-3ơ -2ơ -1ơ Motivating Needs

Factor Emphasis Combinations (FEC) Rank the FEC’s below from widest to narrowest.
The widest FEC’s will result in the most pronounced behaviors so focus primarily on those.

WHAT TO SAY: Your PI further suggests your tendency to....

See Toolkit
pages 24-25.

IF LOW MORALE: Ask probing questions about job satisfaction/boss relationship, etc. 


